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Strategies for the analysis of the elemental metallic
fraction of Ir and Ru oxides via XRD, XANES, and EX-
AFS†
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Iridium and ruthenium oxide are active electrocatalysts for oxygen evolution. The relation between
preparation method, structure, and behavior of mixed oxides of iridium and ruthenium are of inter-
est in order to obtain active and stable catalysts. In this work the structure of mixed Ru-Ir oxides
synthesized by the polymeric precursor method, which involves the formation of a gel containing
the metal precursors and subsequent heat-treatment in air, was studied for the IrxRu1−xO2 sys-
tem. An in-depth analysis of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray absorption (XAS) data, including
EXAFS and linear combination of XANES, shows that the polymeric precursor synthesis method
is capable of providing an intimate mixing of Ir and Ru in the catalyst. In addition to the oxide
phase, metal phases, i.e. with Ru or Ir or both in oxidation state zero (Ir(fcc) and Ru(hcp)), were
also found in the product materials. Facing complex structures such as some of those synthesized
here, we have shown that a representation of shells with more than one atom type are efficiently
represented using mixed sites, i.e. including scattering contributions from several elements in a
site corresponding to a partial occupancy of the site by these elements, this method forming a
very efficient basis for analyzing EXAFS data.

1 Introduction
Films and powders of Ir and Ru oxides are relevant for a range
of applications, such as oxygen-evolving catalysts1,2, as capaci-
tors3,4, pH electrodes5,6, electrodes in waste water treatment7

and in the chlor-alkali industry8.
The electrocatalytic activity, selectivity and stability of rutile-

type oxide electrocatalysts have been linked to local structure
9–12. For multicomponent oxides an assessment of the degree
of mixing at the atomic level is of particular interest, both for a
fundamental understanding of catalytic activity11,13 and for ap-
plications. However, such oxides can be synthesized by a number
of methods14–19, and their structure may vary significantly with
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preparation method. In this way differences in properties are di-
rectly linked to the synthesis methods20. The chemical composi-
tion and sample structure must therefore be examined critically
for each preparation technique.

The polymeric precursor synthesis (PPS) is a method that is
particularly well suited for making multicomponent oxides which
are well mixed and homogenous at the atomic level21,22. It is also
a simple and low cost method23. However, films and powders
produced by the PPS have previously been reported to contain
significant fractions of metal phases23–29, i.e with the metallic
elements in oxidation state zero, in addition to the oxides. The
metal-phase fraction, which can be significant, is very sensitive
to the synthesis conditions3,23–32. In addition to investigating
the degree to which PPS samples are atomically well mixed it
is therefore also necessary to characterize them in terms of any
metallic phases in the samples.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and in particular the X-
ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) can be used to provide infor-
mation regarding the oxidation state and coordination chemistry
(XANES) and the distances, coordination number and identity
of elements immediately surrounding a specific atom (EXAFS)33.
Chemical state and local atomic structure can therefore be inves-
tigated by this method. Since only the local environment of the
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specific atom type is involved, this method can be used to study
both crystalline and amorphous samples, and appears particularly
well suited to samples in which substantial disorder is expected,
such as those described above.

Whereas elaborating the structure of the first shell from EX-
AFS data refinement is relatively straightforward, samples such
as mixed oxides puts more stringent requirements on the analy-
sis because a solid solution implies determining mixed element
contribution to more distant shells. Also, because previous ex-
perience with the PPS method indicates that several phases may
be present in the samples, EXAFS analysis of such samples may
prove even more challenging. As data refinement may be per-
formed in several different ways, for example in k-space or in real
space, using different structural models, and a few more to be
detailed below, a range of options exist for how to perform the
analysis and on which its outcome may depend. Finally, analysis
results will have to be compared to and matched with those of
other characterization methods, notably X-ray diffraction (XRD).
An investigation of strategies for analysing this relevant class of
materials with XANES and EXAFS may seem warranted.

In this work we present results of a thorough structural char-
acterization of ruthenium and iridium oxides and their solid so-
lutions, synthesized by the PPS method. The degree to which
the PPS results in the production of well-mixed and homoge-
nous powders at the atomic level is investigated by use of X-ray
diffraction (XRD) with Rietveld refinement and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS). Our purpose is to show that with these tech-
niques a consistent set of structural data for pure and mixed ox-
ide phases may be achieved also in the presence of iridium or
ruthenium metal phases (Ir(0)(fcc) and Ru(0)(hcp) ), and to an-
alyze quantitatively the fraction of metal phase in the samples
with these methods. In particular, below we explore and compare
three different approaches to EXAFS refinement, viz. the co-shell
approach, the mixed site approach and Fourier filtration, empha-
sizing the assessment and comparison of these three approaches.

2 Experimental

2.1 Synthesis

IrxRu1-xO2 powders were prepared by a polymeric precursor syn-
thesis (PPS). A gel was prepared by dissolving citric acid (CA,
Merck 99%) in ethylene glycol (EG, VWR AnalaR Normapur ana-
lytical reagent). This mixture was heated at 60 ◦C for 45 minutes
while being stirred. The temperature was raised to 75 ◦C and
the metal precursors, H2IrCl6 · 4H2O (Alfa Aesar 99%, Mw=479
mol g−1) and, or RuCl3 · xH2O (Alfa Aesar PMG basis 99.9%,
Mw=261 mol g−1) were added to the gel. The total amount of
metal added was 0.5 mmol. The ratio between CA, EG and metal
was 3:14:1. Stirring was continued for 45 minutes before the gel
was transferred to a quartz-tube crucible. The gels were subse-
quently heat-treated by a three stage temperature program in an
atmosphere of stagnant air, all with a heating rate of 1 ◦C min−1

between the stages. The stages were: 30 min at 130 ◦C, 20 min
at 250 ◦C and finally 20 min at 500 ◦C. A lid was placed over
the crucible, but not fully covering the opening. Three identical
syntheses were carried out for each composition x = 0, 0.25, 0.5,

0.75 and 1. We will state the nominal composition of the sam-
ples below by the atom fraction of ruthenium, XRu, or the atom
fraction of iridium, XIr, and XIr = 1−XRu.

2.2 X-ray Powder Diffraction, Rietveld Refinement and SEM

XRD measurements for all powders were performed with a Bruker
AXS D8Focus diffractometer using Cu K − α radiation source
(equipped with a Ni filter that excludes the Cu K−β radiation).
Zero background silicon sample holders were used. Rietveld anal-
ysis was carried out with the Bruker AXS TOPAS version 4.2 soft-
ware, using a pseudo-Voigt function. The background intensity
was accounted for using a Chebychev polynomial of the order 6.
Refinements of diffraction patterns were performed within space
groups 136 (P42/mnm), and 225 (Fm-3m) or 194(P63/mmc) if
metal-phases of iridium or ruthenium (Ir(fcc) or Ru(hcp)) were
present. Unit cell values, the crystallite size and fractions of metal
and oxide phases were obtained. The occupancies were set to
nominal values, and were not refined.

The sample morphology was studied with FE-SEM, Zeiss Ultra
55 LE, using a high efficiency in-lens secondary electron detector.

2.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

2.3.1 Data Collection.

The local environment of Ir and Ru was investigated using X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of one sample of each composition
produced. The XAS data were collected at beamline B18-Core
XAS of the Diamond Light Source Synchrotron in fluorescence
mode. A germanium 9-element detector was used to detect the
fluorescence signal. The samples were placed at an angle of 45◦

to the beam and the detector. The ion chamber before the sam-
ple was filled with an appropriate mix of inert gases to optimize
sensitivity. A second ion chamber was used for transmission mode
data collection for the references foils. Data were collected during
a multi-bunch electron filling mode of the Diamond storage ring
providing a maximum current of 300 mA. For the measurements
of the XAS at the Ru K-edge 0.25 eV steps were used from 21917
to 22917 eV with counting time at each step of 43 ms, applying
Si(311) double crystal monochromators and Pt-coated collimat-
ing and toroidal focusing mirrors. At the iridium edge a step size
of 0.35 eV was used over the energy range 11015-12414 eV, with
a counting time of 60 ms at each step, using a Si(111) double
crystal monochromator and Cr-coated collimating and toroidal
focusing mirrors. Several scans were collected and summed in
order to improve the statistics.

Samples of all compositions investigated were supported on
carbon paper. Inks of the samples, prepared with 20 mg catalyst,
1 mL deionized water, 200 µL isopropanol (AnalaR Normapure
VWR), 228 µL 5 wt.% Nafion (Alfa Aesar) and 4 mg carbon black
(Vulcan XC72R), were prepared and painted onto a 0.26 mm thick
Toray carbon paper (TGPH-090) until a loading of 0.2-0.3 mg cat-
alyst cm−2. Finally the samples were pressed at 130 ◦C and ∼1 kg
cm−2 for 3 minutes.
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2.3.2 Data Reduction.

The XAS data were binned, summed, normalized, and energy cor-
rected relative to the metal foils (Ru K-edge = 22117 eV at Ru
K-edge, and Pt LIII edge=11564 eV used for calibration of the Ir-
LIII-edge) using Athena, a program in the IFEFFIT package34. The
absorption edge was measured as the first inflection point as iden-
tified in the derivative of the spectra. The XANES and EXAFS spec-
tra were normalized from 17 to 90 eV and 150 to 1090 eV above
the edge, respectively. The spectra were carefully deglitched and
truncated at the end of EXAFS spectra when needed. The linear
combination fit (LCF) procedure in the Athena program was used
to fit the XANES spectra to the reference material, which were
powders of IrO2 (Aldrich, 99.9 %), IrCl3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.8 %) and
Ir black (Alfa Aesar 99.9 %). The linear combination fitting was
performed of the XANES spectra over a range from 17 eV below
the edge to 70 eV above the edge, always applying the normaliza-
tion range as described above. The energy shifts of the reference
spectra were also fitted, but closely monitored and they were al-
ways less than 1.1 eV. The fit parameter for the LCF was reported
for each fit, defined in Equation (1),

R =
∑

N
i (|χ

exp
i (k)−χcalc

i (k)|)2

∑
N
i |χ

exp
i (k)|2

(1)

where χ
exp
i (k) and χcalc

i (k) are the experimental and theoretical
EXFAS fine-structure functions. To distinguish this quantity from
bond lengths (see below) we will refer to R in Eq. (1) as the “R-
factor”.

2.3.3 EXAFS Least-Squares Refinements.

EXAFS least-square refinements were carried out using the DL-
EXCURV code, which performs curve fitting of the theoretical
χth(k) to the experimental χexp(k) using curved wave theory35.
The calculation of ab initio phase shifts for the expected neighbor-
ing elements also took place in DL-EXCURV. The least-squares re-
finements were carried out in the wavenumber k range 2 through
18 eV and 2 through 14 eV respectively for spectra obtained at the
Ir- and Ru-edge, using a k3 weighting scheme.

Whether a solid solution between iridium and ruthenium was
obtained was studied by XAS using a range of approaches which
we have termed the co-shell approach, the mixed site approach
and Fourier filtration. For each of these we employed several
strategies and sets of initial values in order to arrive at robust
conclusions with respect to the formation of solid solutions. The
reference bond lengths and coordination numbers for the pure
oxides are reported in Table 1. The mixing was included into
the analysis by two distinct methods, the co-shell and mixed site
approach, which are summarized in Table 2.

In the co-shell approach two shells, one Ir and one Ru shell,
were included for each mixed shell. In the mixed site approach
a parameter describing the relative scattering contribution from
Ru and Ir in the same site was introduced. We will refer to the
relative scattering contribution from a given element as its partial
occupancy of the site. In the case of both metal and oxide phases
being present, a separate parameter was included for each phase.
These were fitted independently. Fourier filtering was performed

in order to obtain information of individual shells in the R-space
plot by back- transforming the regions of the specific peaks into
k-space.

Table 1 Coordination number (N) and bond length (R) of the first four
shells in iridium and ruthenium oxide 36. Me stands for the metal atom,
i.e. iridium in IrO2 and ruthenium in RuO2. The metal atom in shell 3 is
indicated by subscript “Ox1” and that in shell 4 by subscript “Ox2”

RuO2 IrO2

Shell Bond N R / Å R / Å
1 Me-O 2 1.94 1.94
2 Me-O 4 1.98 2.00
3 Me-Me, Ox1 2 3.11 3.15
4 Me-Me, Ox2 8 3.54 3.55

As seen in Table 1 IrO2 and RuO2 have two oxygen shells with
coordination numbers two and four, in apical and equatorial po-
sitions, respectively. In the refinements only one oxygen shell was
included, with an initial value for the coordination number equal
to six.

Table 2 Overview of the shells included to introduce mixing in the co-shell
and mixed site approach, given for the Ir-edge. The metal atom in shell 3
in Table 1 is indicated by subscript “Ox1” and that in shell 4 by subscript
“Ox2”. XRu,Ox and XRu,Met are the partial occupancy of Ru defined for the
oxide and metal phase, respectively, in the mixed-site approach.

Shell co-shell Mixed Site
Oxide Ir-MeOx1 Ir-RuOx1 Ir-MeOx1, XRu,Ox

Ir-IrOx1
Ir-MeOx2 Ir-RuOx2 Ir-MeOx2, XRu,Ox

Ir-IrOx2
Metal Ir-MeMet1 Ir-RuMet1 Ir-MeMet1, XRu,Met

Ir-IrMet1

For the co-shell method shells of mixed occupancy were mod-
elled by including two shells initially at the same bond lengths,
one consisting of iridium and one consisting of ruthenium. Spec-
tra from both edges were refined, and the following description
applies to the treatment of both. For XRu=0.75 and XRu=0.50
three shells were included. These were the oxygen shell corre-
sponding to a combination of shells 1 and 2 in Table 1, and the
two first shells containing metal atoms, corresponding to shells 3
and 4 in Table 1, c. f. Table 2. The initial coordination numbers
were set to be the reference coordination number in Table 1, but
multiplied by the nominal fraction of ruthenium for the ruthe-
nium shells and with nominal iridium fraction for the iridium
shells. First the systems were refined with only iridium or ruthe-
nium in the whole structure, Ru for XRu=0.75 and XRu=0.50 and
Ir for all except XRu=0.75. Then the second element was intro-
duced to the first metal oxide shell (shell 3 in Table 1) by adding
another shell at the same bond length. Refinements of these shells
(combined shells 1 and 2 and shell 3 in Table 1) were performed
first in terms of the energy shift, EF , all bond lengths, R, and
Debye-Waller factors (DWFs). Then followed a separate refine-
ment in terms of the coordination numbers, N. These two steps
were repeated until convergence. Next, the whole procedure was
repeated after the addition of a co-shell for second metal oxide
shell (shell 4 in Table 1). For the sample with XRu=0.25, consist-
ing of both metal and oxide phases, three shells were included,
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one oxygen shell, one metal oxide shell (shell 3 in Table 1), and
the first metal-phase shell. The same refinement procedure was
carried out as for the XRu=0.75 and 0.50 described above, start-
ing with a pure system and then introducing the other element in
the individual shells.

In the mixed site approach an additional parameter describing
the partial occupancy of a site was refined. Mixed site is a func-
tion in DL-EXCURV where a partial occupancy site is defined and
the initial occupancy of up to three elements is specified. The
mixed Ir/Ru site is then defined as a new atom type (QA), and
atomic potential and phase shifts are calculated for the Ir/Ru pair.
Refining QA will then optimize the fractions of the elements de-
fined for the shell. One has the option of including several mixed
sites and can therefore have different fractions for different con-
tributions, for instance different phases. The mixed site method
was used to find the partial occupancy of Ca and Sr in aragonite
structured corals in the work of Finch et al.37. In this work the
partial occupancy of ruthenium was investigated, for XRu=0.25
being a mix of an oxide phase and a metal phase. In the latter
case one parameter for each phase was defined and were fitted
independently of each other, as XRu,Ox and XRu,Met.

Spectra from both edges were refined with the mixed site ap-
proach, and the following description applies to the treatment of
both. For XRu=0.75 and XRu=0.50 three shells were included in
the fit, one oxygen shell and two metal oxide shells (correspond-
ing to the combined 1 and 2 shells, shell 3 and shell 4 in Table 1).
Refinement of EF , all bond lengths, R, and DWFs together, then
all N and finally XRu,Ox were alternated until convergence. For
XRu=0.25 four shells were included, the oxygen shell, the first
two metal oxide shells as above, and the first metal-phase shell.
The refinements for this sample was not as straightforward as for
the pure oxides. In this case refinements of EF , all R and DWFs
together and then refinement of all N were alternated until con-
vergence before all N were left fixed and alternating refinements
of EF , all R, and DWFs together, then XRu,Ox followed by XRu,Met

were repeated until convergence.

3 Results

3.1 Metal-phase fraction and oxide structure from XRD

X-ray diffractograms, one of each composition, are shown in Fig-
ure 1a. A rutile structure is present in all compositions. A shift
in peak position can be seen with increasing iridium content from
the pure ruthenium oxide, clearly demonstrated by the reflection
located in the range 34-36◦ in Figure 1b. The two diffractograms
for XRu=0 and 0.25 in Figure 1a indicate that metal-phase irid-
ium is present, as can be inferred from the peak at 2θ ≈ 47.5◦.
In several of the samples metallic phases, either Ir(fcc), Ru(hcp),
or both, were present. The weight fractions, cell parameters and
crystallite sizes of the metal phases are summarized in Table 3.
Below we will quantify metal-phase fractions in the samples ei-
ther by the weight fraction of metal-phase Ru or Ir, wt.% (the
mass of Ru or Ir metal divided by the total mass of sample, in
percent) or the number of Iror Ru) atoms in oxidation state zero
divided by the total number of Ru (or Ru) present in percent as
at.%. This corresponds to the at.% as it would have been mea-

sured by LCF of XANES. As can be seen the pure iridium samples
contained a higher fraction of metal-phase Ir than samples with
XRu=0.25, with an average of 63.2 wt.% and 39.4 wt.% , respec-
tively. This corresponds to 66.6 at.% and 47.5 at.% on average,
respectively. (Equations for the conversion are given in the Sup-
plementary Material, section S.4.) Metal-phase Ru was also seen
for at least two of the three mixed oxides and the pure ruthenium
samples produced. The metal phase fraction was found to be less
than 3 wt.% for all samples with the exception of the second sam-
ple of XRu=0.75. This sample contained 14.3 wt.% metal-phase
Ru(0), corresponding to 25.5 at.% of the ruthenium atoms being
in the metal phase (see Supplementary Material section S.4).

Inclusion of strain in the Rietveld refinements did not affect
appreciably the estimates of the fraction of metal-phase in the
samples. A detailed discussion is included in Section S.2 of the
ESI.

The lattice parameters emerging from the Rietveld analysis are
presented as a function of nominal ruthenium fraction in Figure
2. Each data point is an average of the three samples for each
composition, and the standard deviation for the set is indicated by
error bars. As expected from the shifts in peak positions in Figure
1b, both lattice parameters change with composition. The c lattice
parameters decrease linearly as more ruthenium is incorporated
into the structure for both synthesis and indicates formation of a
solid solution of the two oxides according to Vegard’s law. This
trend and the values agree well with previously reported lattice
parameters13,38,39. The a parameter displays considerably less
variation, also in agreement with the literature13,38,39.

3.2 Metal-phase fraction from linear combination fits of
XANES.

The fraction of Ir metal-phase was investigated by carrying out
linear combination fit (LCF) of the XRu=0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75
samples with spectra of pure metal-phase Ir and IrO2. Reference
samples of oxide and metal-phase Ir with composition equal to
the nominal composition of the XRu=0.25, and XRu=0.50 and
XRu=0.75 were not available. Instead we performed the LCF of
the XRu=0.25, and XRu=0.50 and XRu=0.75 samples with the
pure iridium reference. We used IrCl3 in order to evaluate a pos-
sible contribution from Ir+3. The IrCl3 has been reported used in
several investigations of oxidation state of Ir in anodically formed
iridium oxide films (AIROF), electrochemically formed iridium
oxide films (EIROF), and sputtered iridium oxide films (SIROF)
in an in situ electrochemical cell as function of applied poten-
tial40–42.

Two sets of LCFs were carried out, one with all three reference
spectra included (Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4), and one which did not in-
clude Ir+3. The LCF for XRu=0 and 0.25 is shown in Figure 3. It
was not possible to fit the XANES data for compositions XRu=0.5
and 0.75 to any linear combination of reference spectra contain-
ing metal-phase Ir. The atomic percents of Ir0 emerging from the
LCFs are summarized in Table 4. For XRu = 0 the LCFs with only
Ir0 and Ir+4 (Figure 3a and Table 4) a metal-phase fraction of
77 at.%, equal to 74 wt.%, was obtained, which is 18 percentage
points larger than what was found by XRD (55.9 wt.% for this
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray diffractogram of IrxRu1−xO2 as function of XRu, and (b) magnification of (101) reflection located at 2θ ∼34-35 ◦.

Table 3 Overview of the metal phases present in the samples as evaluated by XRD Rietveld analysis. The unit cell lengths, a and c, and crystallite
diameter, d, for the metal-phase iridium and ruthenium present in the three catalyst powders obtained from Rietveld analysis. Iridium has cubic structure
(Fm-3m) and Ru has hexagonal structure (P63/mmc). Data for all the three different samples of each composition, arbitrarily labelled “1”, “2”, and “3”
for distinction, are given

Ir Ru
XRu wt.% a / Å d / nm wt.% a / Å c /Å d / nm
0.00 1 55.9(1) 3.84023(7) 16.91(5) 0 - - -

2 75.6(2) 3.83933(7) 25.2(1) 0 - - -
3 58.1(1) 3.83913(7) 16.60(6) 0 - - -

0.25 1 42.3(1) 3.83005(8) 23.8(1) 3.01(8) 2.7162(4) 4.3141(1) 24(1)
2 45.1(1) 3.83116(8) 23.7(1) 3.00(8) 2.7162(4) 4.3141(1) 24(1)
3 30.91(8) 3.83016(8) 21.4(1) 1.84(7) 2.7161(6) 4.3145(2) 18(1)

0.50 1 0 - - 0 - - -
2 0 - - 0.52(8) 2.714(2) 4.326(7) 25(7)
3 0 - - 1.36(8) 2.715(2) 4.341(6) 9.3(8)

0.75 1 0 - - 0 - - -
2 0 - - 14.3(1) 2.7104(2) 4.2940(4) 16.2(2)
3 0 - - 2.17(6) 2.715(2) 4.306(4) 11.0(5)

1.00 1 0 - - 1.14(7) 2.711(1) 4.273(3) 17(2)
2 0 - - 2.00(9) 2.715(1) 4.264(4) 9.4(6)
3 0 - - 0 - - -
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Fig. 2 Lattice parameters a and c for the oxide phase (rutile crystal struc-
ture) obtained by Rietveld refinement of X-ray diffractograms as a func-
tion of nominal ruthenium fraction. Each data point is an average of the
three identical synthesis of each composition and the standard deviation
of the three is indicated by error bars.

sample). When the Ir+3 spectra was included it was found that
7 at.% of the Ir atoms existed in trivalent state, and the metal-
phase fraction was 71 at.%, Figure 3b and Table 5. A slightly
improved R-factor is seen with the addition of Ir+3 for the pure Ir
sample, and it is possible that some of the Ir exist in this oxida-
tion state. A presence of Ir+3 could perhaps be due to incomplete
decomposition of IrCl3 or formation of intermediate Ir2O3

43,44.
Ir2O3 is, however, calculated to be unstable45 unless the oxygen
chemical potential is very low.

The fraction of metal-phase found for the XRu=0.25 sample
was 42 at.% iridium, corresponding to 34 wt.% (c.f. 42.3 wt% for
this sample by Rietveld analysis, XRu=0.25 sample 1 in Table 3).
(The Ir+3 fraction was found to be zero when included in this
fit , Figure 3c.) The LCF of XANES thus predicted a somewhat
smaller metal-phase fraction than the Rietveld analysis for the
pure Ir sample. However, a small contributing metallic Ru phase
(3 wt%) was accounted for in the Rietveld analysis, which can not
be included for a LCF carried out in this manner. The weight per-
centages should therefore in principle not be directly compared.
However, since this is quite a small fraction it is therefore not
assumed to influence the results substantially. For XRu=0.25 the
metal-phase fraction was found to be similar for the two methods.

3.3 Metal-phase fraction and oxide structure from EXAFS
Least-Squares Refinements.

The validity of the mixed site approach was verified by several
different procedures. One method was to first perform the refine-
ment of the pure system of either Ru or Ir, viz. the pure iridium
system for XRu=0.25 and 0.50 and the pure ruthenium system for
XRu=0.5 and 0.75, and and then introduce and refine the partial
occupancy XRu,Ox, and for XRu=0.25 also XRu,Met. The values from
the first of these refinements served as a set of initial values for
the second. This procedure was performed for spectra recorded
at both edges.

Refinements were also carried out with the partial occupancies
XRu,Ox (and for XRu=0.25 XRu,Met) introduced initially and with
initial values set to nominal values. The latter procedure was

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Linear combination fit of XRu=0.0 (sample 1 of those with XRu=0.0,
Table 3), with (a) Ir0 and Ir+4 standards and (b) Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4 stan-
dards. (c) linear combination fit of XRu=0.25 (sample 1 of those with
XRu=0.25,Table 3), with Ir0 and Ir+4) included. Addition of Ir+3 did not
change the fit of XRu=0.25, and the fraction of Ir+3 was found to be zero.
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Table 4 Atomic percent of Ir0, the energy shifts, EF and R-factors obtained in the LCF of the XANES spectra. Fits with reference spectra Ir0 and Ir+4

XRu At.% Ir0 EF , Ir0 EF , Ir+4 R-factor
0 76.7(2) -0.14(1) 1.04(2) 4.22E-4

0.25 42(2) 0.3(2) -0.28(8) 2.39E-3
0.50 0 - - -
0.75 0 - - -

Table 5 Atomic percent of Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4, the energy shifts, EF and R-factors obtained in the LCF of the XANES spectra. Fit with reference spectra
Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4

XRu At.% Ir0 EF , Ir0 At.% Ir+3 EF , Ir+3 At.% Ir+4 EF , Ir+4 R-factor
0 71(3) -0.23(2) 7(1) 1.1(2) 22(1) 1.01(4) 3.55E-4

carried out three times.

With both strategies (starting with a pure system before refin-
ing the partial occupancies and starting with the partial occupan-
cies initally introduced), and for the different refinements, the
final ruthenium partial occupancy and bond lengths were always
similar. Improved fits were always obtained for the binary oxides
when mixing was introduced. The multiplicities of the oxygen
shell did not change with the strategy used, but some differences
could be seen for shells at longer bond distances.

Finally, refinements including only the oxygen shell (the com-
bined shell 1 and 2 in Table 1) and the first metal-phase shell of
samples with XRu=0.25 from both edges were tested by trying
out three different initial values of XRu,Met, 0.10, 0.25 and 0.50.
XRu,Met converged towards the same value for all starting points
with highest standard deviation for the Ir-edge at 0.02. A mixed
occupancy site was also attempted fitted for the pure Ru sample
with various initial values of XRu,Ox, and did result in a ruthenium
partial occupancy close to one.

The refinements performed with the mixed site method can be
seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5 for Ru-edge and Ir-edge respectively.
The results reported in these figures represent fits in which XRu,Ox

and XRu,Met were introduced initially.

The experimentally obtained ruthenium partial occupancy in
the oxide phase, XRu,Ox fraction from both edges as a function of
nominal ruthenium fraction is shown in Figure 6a. The XRu,Met

partial occupancy obtained for the XRu=0.25 sample from both
edges is shown in Figure 6b. A finite ruthenium partial occu-
pancy was obtained for all the mixed samples, both in the oxide
and metal phases, indicating a high degree of mixing. Partial oc-
cpuancies relatively close to the nominal were obtained, and quite
consistently so from both edges, with the exception of XRu=0.50
and the metal phase for XRu=0.25, possibly indicating a less ho-
mogeneous distribution of the two elements in these phases. For
the metal Ir phase it is possible that a more or less pure iridium
phase coexists with a phase with some ruthenium incorporated
into the structure, reflected by the much lower XRu,Met found from
the Ir edge than from the Ru edge. In addition a small fraction
of metal-phase Ru was seen (3 wt.%) for this sample, which may
have been partially doped with Ir.

In Figure 7 the coordination numbers obtained from both edges
have been plotted as a function nominal ruthenium fraction. To
account for the reduction in multiplicity due to presence of sev-
eral phases in the sample we employed the method of reduced

multiplicities by Martens et al.46. We thus divided the experi-
mentally obtained coordination numbers by the fraction of the
respective phase fph, to obtain the corrected coordination number
Ncorr=Nexp/fph.46 The corrected coordination number expresses
what the coordination number would have been if this was the
only phase present.46 In Figure 7 the coordination numbers for
oxide and metal-phase shells have been corrected by oxide and
metal-phase fractions respectively, which were obtained from LCF
of XANES spectra. In Figure 7 we have included the corrected co-
ordination numbers calculated with fph as obtained for the case in
which two reference spectra were employed in the LCF fit and in
addition for the case when three reference spectra were included
in the fit of XRu=0.0.

The multiplicities lie close to the reference value for the oxy-
gen shell indicated in Figure 7a when the corrected multiplicities
are used to account for the presence of a metal-phase. The cor-
rected multiplicities of the first metal-phase shell, Figure 7b, are
smaller than the reference value. Also, a deviation is seen be-
tween the two edges for XRu=0.25, the smaller N appearing for
the Ru-edge and the larger for the Ir-edge. For the first metal
oxide shell (shell 3 in Table 1, Figure 7c) the multiplicities are
in agreement with the reference value, with the exception of the
Ru-edge for XRu=0.25 which is much higher than the reference
value.

The second metal oxide shell (shell 4 in Table 1, Figure 7d)
demonstrates more variety. The corrected multiplicities from the
Ir-edge deviates from reference value, pure Ir being smaller and
XRu=0.25 being larger than the reference value. For XRu=0.25 at
the Ru-edge however, it is much smaller than what was obtained
at the Ir-edge. For XRu=0.5 and 0.75 the values obtained from
the two edges are in agreement, and they are either smaller or
close to reference value, respectively.

In addition to determining the fractions of metal phase and
oxide phases through LCF of XANES and Rietveld analysis, we
also estimated the oxide fractions fox from the formula fox =

N(Ir−O)exp/6, where N(Ir−O)exp is the experimentally obtained mul-
tiplicity of the oxygen shell (MOS). The metal-phase fractions
evaluated for the three methods, the multiplicity of the oxygen
shell (MOS), and the quantitative Rietveld analysis of XRD spec-
tra and the LCF of XANES are listed in Table 6.

Both of the two XAS-based methods, LCF of XANES and MOS,
result in higher fractions of metal-phase than obtained through
the Rietveld refinement for XRu=0. Quite similar values are found
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Experimental (-) and least squares refined (- -) of (a) k3 χ(k) and (b) EXAFS Fourier transforms of all spectra recorded at the Ru-edge and
refined with the mixed-site approach.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Experimental (-) and least squares refined (- -) of (a) k3 χ(k) and (b) EXAFS Fourier transforms of all spectra recorded at the Ir-edge and refined
with the mixed-site approach.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6 The obtained partial occupancy as defined in EXCURVE of Ru of (a) the oxide phase and (b) the elemental metal phase evaluated from both Ir-
and Ru-edges as function of nominal Ru fraction.

Table 6 Estimation of metal-phase fractions based on quantitative Rietveld analysis of XRD spectra, LCF of XANES spectra and MOS. All fractions
are reported in at.% Ir0. In the final column the coordination numbers used to evaluate the phases fractions with the MOS method are listed. The
conversion between wt.% and at.% were performed according to equations in the Supplementary Material section S.4

XRD LCF XANES Ir+3 LCF XANES, Ir+3 MOS, NMe−O,exp
XRu not included included Ir / Ru-edge Ir / Ru-edge
0 59.7(1) 76.7(2) 71(3) 72(5) / - 1.7(3)/ -

0.25 50.6(1) 42(2) - 53(8) / 42(5) 2.8(5) / 3.5(3)

from MOS and LCF of XANES spectra if Ir+3 is included in the LCF
fit. For XRu=0.75 less variation is seen, with the exception of MOS
method evaluated from Ir-edge. However, in spite of significant
differences between the MOS results from the Ir and Ru edges, an
overlap exists within the uncertainties. Since smaller uncertain-
ties were found for LCF of XANES than from MOS, Figure 7 has
been been based on the former.

The experimentally obtained bond lengths as function of nom-
inal XRu are shown in Figure 8. Some deviation between the
bond lengths obtained from the two edges is apparent. The bond
lengths obtained at the Ru-edge are in general longer than the
ones obtained from the Ir-edge, and with a few exceptions show
the highest uncertainties. Decreasing bond lengths are seen for
the oxygen shell at Ru-edge (although not the Ir-edge), the metal-
phase shell at the Ir-edge and the first metal oxide shell at both
edges. For the second metal oxide shell small changes are ex-
pected since the difference in bond length for this shell in IrO2

and RuO2 is quite small in value (Table 1), consistent with the
data in Fig. (8d).

Fourier filtration of the EXAFS was another strategy applied in
order to investigate the degree of mixing. Using Fourier filtra-
tion it can be possible to investigate the contribution to each shell
separately. This was however difficult due to the large degree of
overlap between the individual shells in the structure. This is il-
lustrated for Ir-edge XRu=0.75 in Figure 9 where the contribution
from the individual shells has been plotted. As can be seen the
two metal oxide shells overlap. The results from the Fourier filtra-

tion were therefore inconclusive, and was not further explored.

EXAFS analysis of data for the mixed oxides with the co-shell
approach demonstrated a decrease of the R-factor and even vi-
sually better fits as a second element was introduced in the first
shell and improved for each shell which was modeled as a mix-
ture. This confirms that a high degree of element mixing was in-
deed obtained for this synthesis procedure. However, this method
quickly required a large number of parameters. In order to de-
scribe the mixing of a singe shell an additional three parameters
had to be included, whereas introduction of mixing for a single
phase required one single parameter in the mixed site approach.
In addition, Ir and Ru in these co-shells were often at different
bond lengths, and from the two edges both elements could be
found to have the shortest bond length. The coordination number
summed for the two shells often exceeded or was much smaller
than the reference occupancy for the shell it was simulating. The
result of the co-shell method was not satisfactory, and thus the
mixed site approach became the primary method of EXAFS spec-
tra analysis, for which results are presented above (Figures 4
through 8).

4 Discussion

The XRD and XAS results consistently indicate a high degree of
mixing between Ir and Ru in the obtained oxides. A linear con-
traction of the cell volume was obtained as function of ruthenium
fraction, see Figure 2, as expected when a solid solution is ob-
tained. This is further supported by the close to equal partial
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(a) NMe−O (b) NMe−Me,Met1

(c) NMe−Me,Ox1 (d) NMe−Me,Ox2

Fig. 7 Experimentally obtained coordination numbers for (a) the oxygen shell, NMe−O, (b) the first metal-phase shell, NMe−Me,Met1, (c) the first metal
oxide shell, NMe−Me,Ox1 (shell 3 in Table 1), and (d) the second metal oxide shell, NMe−Me,Ox2 (shell 4 in Table 1), as function of nominal ruthenium
fraction. The reference coordination numbers are indicated with red lines in the figures. For phases which are mixes of oxide and metal-phases the
corrected multiplicities are also included. For XRu=0 different metal-phase fractions were obtained whether Ir+3 was included in the LCF of XANES or
not, both are indicated. Fractions obtained without Ir+3 are named “corr” (triangles), and with named “corr2” (crosses).
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(a) RMe−O (b) RMe−Met1

(c) RMe−Ox1 (d) RMe−Ox2

Fig. 8 Experimentally obtained bond lengths in Å for the (a) oxygen shell ,RMe−O, (b) first metal-phase shell, RMe−Met1, (c) first metal oxide shell,
RMe−Ox1, and (d) second metal oxide shell, RMe−Ox2, as function of nominal ruthenium fraction. The reference bond length is indicated in the figures for
IrO2 and Ir in blue and RuO2 in red.
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Fig. 9 Contributions from individual shells for XRu=0.75 recoded at Ir-
edge.

occupancy of Ru found from both Ir- and Ru-edges in the EXAFS
refinement of the XRu=0.25 and 0.75 spectra, Fig. 6. However,
for XRu=0.50 the value differed from the two edges indicating
that the distribution of Ru was not completely homogeneous.

The bond lengths in Figure 8c for shell 3 in Table 1 (“Me-Me,
Ox1”) are consistent with the linear lattice contraction inferred
from the X-ray diffractograms. The bond length for shell 3 de-
creases with increasing ruthenium fraction as assessed from both
edges and as expected for formation of solid solution. The de-
crease is the same as that obtained by Rietveld refinement, Fig. 2.

The other EXAFS-based bond lengths in Figure 8 are also con-
sistent with what would be expected from the XRD results within
the uncertainties. The average bond-length for the six oxygen
atoms is expected to change from 1.980 Å in IrO2 to 1.967 Å in
RuO2. This is in the range of the smallest uncertainties in the es-
timated bond length for this shell. Also, this shell was fitted as
six oxygen atoms at an equal distance and not as two separate
oxygen shells for the oxygen atoms in equatorial position and for
the oxygen atoms in apical positions (i.e. shells 1 and 2 in Table 1
combined), which may have contributed adversely to the accu-
racy. The expected change in bond distance for the second metal
oxide shell (shell 4 in Table 1, “Me-Me, Ox2”) is 0.01 Å, which is
clearly beyond the resolution limit of the methods employed.

The EXAFS data in Fig. 6a help to rationalise why the oxide
lattice contracts linearly in Fig. 2 in spite of the sizeable metallic
fraction in this material. The XRu=0.25 samples contain a rather
large amount of iridium metal (i.e. Ir(0)). It is therefore perhaps
somewhat unexpected that the c lattice parameter of the oxide
phase of this composition complies so well with the linear con-
traction in Fig. 2, and that an XRu,Ox close to nominal value is
evaluated by XAS for this composition. If formation of a pure
metallic iridium phase is assumed, and that the balance of the Ir
forms a binary oxide with Ru, the ruthenium fraction of this oxide
would be 0.41(4) if averaged over the three samples. The c lat-
tice parameter data point for a nominal value of XRu=0.25 would
therefore, if shifted to XRu=0.41, be well above the expected lin-
ear trend for a binary mixture38. This apparent inconsistency
arises, however, from the fact that a substantial amount of ruthe-
nium is incorporated into the Ir metal structure and that a small
separate Ru metal phase was also formed.

Both the XRD and the EXAFS data consistently indicate the
inclusion of ruthenium in the metallic iridium phase of the
XRu=0.25 material. The lattice parameter of the metallic Ir has
decreased from an average value of 3.839 Å for the XRu=0 sam-
ples to 3.830 Å for XRu=0.25, as can be seen in Table 3. Alloying
of ruthenium into cubic iridium metal is normally associated with
a decreasing lattice parameter with increasing ruthenium frac-
tion47. A lattice constant of 3.830 Å is expected at an atomic
fraction of ruthenium of ∼19 at.%47. This is in agreement with
the ruthenium partial occupancy found in the Ir metal by EXAFS
evaluation at the Ir-edge, 0.17(3). However, this was smaller than
the value obtained at the Ru-edge; 0.37(3). Formation of a metal-
lic ruthenium phase and alloying of Ru into the Ir metal phase
account for the close to nominal ruthenium partial occupancy ob-
tained for the oxide phase, and explain why the c parameter for
this oxide also complies with the linear trend in Figure 2.

The formation of metal phases does therefore not necessar-
ily indicate inhomogeneous mixing of the elements in the oxide
phase. A degree of alloying of Ru into the Ir metal, and pos-
sibly Ir into the Ru metal, is an expression of the ability of the
PPS method to produce high degrees of elemental mixing, and
appears to be the case for the metal phases as well although this
phase appears to be somewhat less homogeneous.

The small fraction of a metallic Ru phase, ∼3 wt.% metallic Ru
(Table 3) is a likely cause for the differences seen for ruthenium
partial occupancy found from the two edges. The first three shells
of metallic Ru are located at 2.65, 2.71 and 3.79 Å, each with a
multiplicity of six, according to the published crystal structure
(ICDD Card no. 00-006-0663). The first two of these shells will
therefore overlap with the first metallic Ir shell (at 2.71 Å) for the
refinement at the Ru-edge. The metallic Ru phase was too small
to be resolved in the EXAFS analysis, but its effect on the fitted
metallic Ir structure may explain some of the differences seen for
the properties of the Ir metallic phase as observed from the two
edges.

The metallic Ru phase may exist as a pure metal, or it can be
partially doped with Ir. An average increase of the c lattice pa-
rameter of the Ru metal phase is seen for XRu=0.25 compared
to XRu=1 (Table 3), which indicates that Ir alloying into the Ru
metal actually has occurred. However, the lattice parameter of Ru
found for the pure ruthenium samples are larger than reported by
Okamoto47. The hexagonal metallic ruthenium phase can sup-
port up to 44 at.% Ir before a transition to cubic Ir metal phase is
expected47. The presence of both Ir and Ru metal phases, each
with the possibility of being more or less phase pure and being
alloyed with the other element homogeneously or in a varying
degree throughout the structure may therefore well be the cause
for the difference seen in ruthenium partial occupancy for the cu-
bic Ir phase from the two edges.

The three methods of evaluating the atomic percentage of
metallic Ir, Rietveld refinement, LCF of XANES and multiplicity of
the oxygen shell (MOS), are in the same range, but with some
deviations for the XRu=0.25 sample. The Rietveld refinement
method and LCF of XANES are in better agreement for XRu=0.
Since XRD requires some long-range order whereas XAS does not,
a possible explanation behind the discrepancy seen for the pure Ir
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sample might therefore be that small metallic Ir crystallites con-
tribute to XAS measurements but are invisible in the XRD spec-
tra. Differences can arise due to the probing scales not overlap-
ping and the presence of phases of only limited or no long-range
order in the samples. With these aspects of the measurement
methods in mind we conclude that a set of likely models for the
composition and structure of the polymeric-precursor synthesized
IrxRu1−xO2 powders has been established.

For electrocatalytic applications an assessment of the mixing at
the atomic level in multicomponent oxides is particularly impor-
tant, both for fundamental understanding13 and for practical ap-
plications. For example, results of Kötz and Stucki11 indicate that
for sputtered Ir-Ru mixed oxides, iridium and ruthenium interact
synergistically to give a catalytic activity which is different from
the sum of the catalytic activities of the two component oxides.
For other types of samples the opposite is the case; Owe et al.13

showed that in oxides synthesized by the hydrolysis method and
verified to be solid solutions by pair-distribution analysis of high-
resolution XRD data, the electrocatalytic activity is a simple su-
perposition of the activities of the component oxides. A detailed
structural characterization for the sputtered oxides reported by
Kötz and Stucki11 is not available, and a resolution of these con-
flicting reports is currently not possible. Therefore, if metal-metal
interaction and catalytic properties of oxides are to be assessed
experimentally, a good knowledge of the makeup and structure
of the catalyst is essential. This goes well beyond the fundamen-
tal understanding of the electrocatalytic process and will have
applied ramifications. If there is no synergistic interaction, opti-
mization of catalysts should concentrate on maximising surface to
volume ratio rather than composition, whereas also composition
will be critical if such an interaction is present.

5 Conclusions
The extent of mixing and formation of solid solution in
IrxRu1−xO2 powders prepared by a polymeric precursor method
were evaluated by Rietveld refinement of XRD spectra and refine-
ments of EXAFS spectra. Introduction of a mixed site describing
the partial occupancy of ruthenium relative to iridium in both ox-
ide and metal-phase shells was successfully applied in order to
evaluate the degree of element mixing. Close to nominal ruthe-
nium partial occupancy was found from both Ru- and Ir-edge for
the oxide phase. However, the distribution of ruthenium and irid-
ium was not completely homogeneous for all compositions. The
XRu=0.50 oxide phase demonstrated different ruthenium partial
occupancy obtained from the EXAFS spectra at the Ir- and Ru-
edge, respectively. This was also the case for the cubic Ir metal
phase produced in the XRu=0.25 sample, although this showed
that an alloy was produced even for the metal phase. The pres-
ence of metal phases of both cubic Ir and hexagonal Ru, which
are both likely to be mixtures of pure metals and alloys, is proba-
bly the cause for the difference seen in the Ru-partial occupancy
from EXAFS at the two edges.

The metal-phase content of the Ir and Ru samples produced by
polymeric precursor synthesis is highly sensitive to the synthesis
conditions, and a consistent characterization of their structure re-
quired a concerted analysis based on several methods based on

XRD and XAS. The presence of metal phases does not appear to
implicate a low extent of element mixing of the oxide phase.
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Iridium and ruthenium oxide are active electrocatalysts for oxygen evolution. The relation between
preparation method, structure, and behavior of mixed oxides of iridium and ruthenium are of inter-
est in order to obtain active and stable catalysts. In this work the structure of mixed Ru-Ir oxides
synthesized by the polymeric precursor method, which involves the formation of a gel containing
the metal precursors and subsequent heat-treatment in air, was studied for the IrxRu1−xO2 sys-
tem. An in-depth analysis of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray absorption (XAS) data, including
EXAFS and linear combination of XANES, shows that the polymeric precursor synthesis method
is capable of providing an intimate mixing of Ir and Ru in the catalyst. In addition to the oxide
phase, metal phases, i.e. with Ru or Ir or both in oxidation state zero (Ir(fcc) and Ru(hcp)), were
also found in the product materials. Facing complex structures such as some of those synthesized
here, we have shown that a representation of shells with more than one atom type are efficiently
represented using mixed sites, i.e. including scattering contributions from several elements in a
site corresponding to a partial occupancy of the site by these elements, this method forming a
very efficient basis for analyzing EXAFS data.

1 Introduction
Films and powders of Ir and Ru oxides are relevant for a range
of applications, such as oxygen-evolving catalysts1,2, as capaci-
tors3,4, pH electrodes5,6, electrodes in waste water treatment7

and in the chlor-alkali industry8.
The electrocatalytic activity, selectivity and stability of rutile-

type oxide electrocatalysts have been linked to local structure
9–12. For multicomponent oxides an assessment of the degree
of mixing at the atomic level is of particular interest, both for a
fundamental understanding of catalytic activity11,13 and for ap-
plications. However, such oxides can be synthesized by a number
of methods14–19, and their structure may vary significantly with
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preparation method. In this way differences in properties are di-
rectly linked to the synthesis methods20. The chemical composi-
tion and sample structure must therefore be examined critically
for each preparation technique.

The polymeric precursor synthesis (PPS) is a method that is
particularly well suited for making multicomponent oxides which
are well mixed and homogenous at the atomic level21,22. It is also
a simple and low cost method23. However, films and powders
produced by the PPS have previously been reported to contain
significant fractions of metal phases23–29, i.e with the metallic
elements in oxidation state zero, in addition to the oxides. The
metal-phase fraction, which can be significant, is very sensitive
to the synthesis conditions3,23–32. In addition to investigating
the degree to which PPS samples are atomically well mixed it
is therefore also necessary to characterize them in terms of any
metallic phases in the samples.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and in particular the X-
ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) can be used to provide infor-
mation regarding the oxidation state and coordination chemistry
(XANES) and the distances, coordination number and identity
of elements immediately surrounding a specific atom (EXAFS)33.
Chemical state and local atomic structure can therefore be inves-
tigated by this method. Since only the local environment of the
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specific atom type is involved, this method can be used to study
both crystalline and amorphous samples, and appears particularly
well suited to samples in which substantial disorder is expected,
such as those described above.

Whereas elaborating the structure of the first shell from EX-
AFS data refinement is relatively straightforward, samples such
as mixed oxides puts more stringent requirements on the analy-
sis because a solid solution implies determining mixed element
contribution to more distant shells. Also, because previous ex-
perience with the PPS method indicates that several phases may
be present in the samples, EXAFS analysis of such samples may
prove even more challenging. As data refinement may be per-
formed in several different ways, for example in k-space or in real
space, using different structural models, and a few more to be
detailed below, a range of options exist for how to perform the
analysis and on which its outcome may depend. Finally, analysis
results will have to be compared to and matched with those of
other characterization methods, notably X-ray diffraction (XRD).
An investigation of strategies for analysing this relevant class of
materials with XANES and EXAFS may seem warranted.

In this work we present results of a thorough structural char-
acterization of ruthenium and iridium oxides and their solid so-
lutions, synthesized by the PPS method. The degree to which
the PPS results in the production of well-mixed and homoge-
nous powders at the atomic level is investigated by use of X-ray
diffraction (XRD) with Rietveld refinement and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS). Our purpose is to show that with these tech-
niques a consistent set of structural data for pure and mixed ox-
ide phases may be achieved also in the presence of iridium or
ruthenium metal phases (Ir(0)(fcc) and Ru(0)(hcp) ), and to an-
alyze quantitatively the fraction of metal phase in the samples
with these methods. In particular, below we explore and compare
three different approaches to EXAFS refinement, viz. the co-shell
approach, the mixed site approach and Fourier filtration, empha-
sizing the assessment and comparison of these three approaches.

2 Experimental

2.1 Synthesis

IrxRu1-xO2 powders were prepared by a polymeric precursor syn-
thesis (PPS). A gel was prepared by dissolving citric acid (CA,
Merck 99%) in ethylene glycol (EG, VWR AnalaR Normapur ana-
lytical reagent). This mixture was heated at 60 ◦C for 45 minutes
while being stirred. The temperature was raised to 75 ◦C and
the metal precursors, H2IrCl6 · 4H2O (Alfa Aesar 99%, Mw=479
mol g−1) and, or RuCl3 · xH2O (Alfa Aesar PMG basis 99.9%,
Mw=261 mol g−1) were added to the gel. The total amount of
metal added was 0.5 mmol. The ratio between CA, EG and metal
was 3:14:1. Stirring was continued for 45 minutes before the gel
was transferred to a quartz-tube crucible. The gels were subse-
quently heat-treated by a three stage temperature program in an
atmosphere of stagnant air, all with a heating rate of 1 ◦C min−1

between the stages. The stages were: 30 min at 130 ◦C, 20 min
at 250 ◦C and finally 20 min at 500 ◦C. A lid was placed over
the crucible, but not fully covering the opening. Three identical
syntheses were carried out for each composition x = 0, 0.25, 0.5,

0.75 and 1. We will state the nominal composition of the sam-
ples below by the atom fraction of ruthenium, XRu, or the atom
fraction of iridium, XIr, and XIr = 1−XRu.

2.2 X-ray Powder Diffraction, Rietveld Refinement and SEM

XRD measurements for all powders were performed with a Bruker
AXS D8Focus diffractometer using Cu K − α radiation source
(equipped with a Ni filter that excludes the Cu K−β radiation).
Zero background silicon sample holders were used. Rietveld anal-
ysis was carried out with the Bruker AXS TOPAS version 4.2 soft-
ware, using a pseudo-Voigt function. The background intensity
was accounted for using a Chebychev polynomial of the order 6.
Refinements of diffraction patterns were performed within space
groups 136 (P42/mnm), and 225 (Fm-3m) or 194(P63/mmc) if
metal-phases of iridium or ruthenium (Ir(fcc) or Ru(hcp)) were
present. Unit cell values, the crystallite size and fractions of metal
and oxide phases were obtained. The occupancies were set to
nominal values, and were not refined.

The sample morphology was studied with FE-SEM, Zeiss Ultra
55 LE, using a high efficiency in-lens secondary electron detector.

2.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

2.3.1 Data Collection.

The local environment of Ir and Ru was investigated using X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of one sample of each composition
produced. The XAS data were collected at beamline B18-Core
XAS of the Diamond Light Source Synchrotron in fluorescence
mode. A germanium 9-element detector was used to detect the
fluorescence signal. The samples were placed at an angle of 45◦

to the beam and the detector. The ion chamber before the sam-
ple was filled with an appropriate mix of inert gases to optimize
sensitivity. A second ion chamber was used for transmission mode
data collection for the references foils. Data were collected during
a multi-bunch electron filling mode of the Diamond storage ring
providing a maximum current of 300 mA. For the measurements
of the XAS at the Ru K-edge 0.25 eV steps were used from 21917
to 22917 eV with counting time at each step of 43 ms, applying
Si(311) double crystal monochromators and Pt-coated collimat-
ing and toroidal focusing mirrors. At the iridium edge a step size
of 0.35 eV was used over the energy range 11015-12414 eV, with
a counting time of 60 ms at each step, using a Si(111) double
crystal monochromator and Cr-coated collimating and toroidal
focusing mirrors. Several scans were collected and summed in
order to improve the statistics.

Samples of all compositions investigated were supported on
carbon paper. Inks of the samples, prepared with 20 mg catalyst,
1 mL deionized water, 200 µL isopropanol (AnalaR Normapure
VWR), 228 µL 5 wt.% Nafion (Alfa Aesar) and 4 mg carbon black
(Vulcan XC72R), were prepared and painted onto a 0.26 mm thick
Toray carbon paper (TGPH-090) until a loading of 0.2-0.3 mg cat-
alyst cm−2. Finally the samples were pressed at 130 ◦C and ∼1 kg
cm−2 for 3 minutes.
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2.3.2 Data Reduction.

The XAS data were binned, summed, normalized, and energy cor-
rected relative to the metal foils (Ru K-edge = 22117 eV at Ru
K-edge, and Pt LIII edge=11564 eV used for calibration of the Ir-
LIII-edge) using Athena, a program in the IFEFFIT package34. The
absorption edge was measured as the first inflection point as iden-
tified in the derivative of the spectra. The XANES and EXAFS spec-
tra were normalized from 17 to 90 eV and 150 to 1090 eV above
the edge, respectively. The spectra were carefully deglitched and
truncated at the end of EXAFS spectra when needed. The linear
combination fit (LCF) procedure in the Athena program was used
to fit the XANES spectra to the reference material, which were
powders of IrO2 (Aldrich, 99.9 %), IrCl3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.8 %) and
Ir black (Alfa Aesar 99.9 %). The linear combination fitting was
performed of the XANES spectra over a range from 17 eV below
the edge to 70 eV above the edge, always applying the normaliza-
tion range as described above. The energy shifts of the reference
spectra were also fitted, but closely monitored and they were al-
ways less than 1.1 eV. The fit parameter for the LCF was reported
for each fit, defined in Equation (1),

R =
∑

N
i (|χ

exp
i (k)−χcalc

i (k)|)2

∑
N
i |χ

exp
i (k)|2

(1)

where χ
exp
i (k) and χcalc

i (k) are the experimental and theoretical
EXFAS fine-structure functions. To distinguish this quantity from
bond lengths (see below) we will refer to R in Eq. (1) as the “R-
factor”.

2.3.3 EXAFS Least-Squares Refinements.

EXAFS least-square refinements were carried out using the DL-
EXCURV code, which performs curve fitting of the theoretical
χth(k) to the experimental χexp(k) using curved wave theory35.
The calculation of ab initio phase shifts for the expected neighbor-
ing elements also took place in DL-EXCURV. The least-squares re-
finements were carried out in the wavenumber k range 2 through
18 eV and 2 through 14 eV respectively for spectra obtained at the
Ir- and Ru-edge, using a k3 weighting scheme.

Whether a solid solution between iridium and ruthenium was
obtained was studied by XAS using a range of approaches which
we have termed the co-shell approach, the mixed site approach
and Fourier filtration. For each of these we employed several
strategies and sets of initial values in order to arrive at robust
conclusions with respect to the formation of solid solutions. The
reference bond lengths and coordination numbers for the pure
oxides are reported in Table 1. The mixing was included into
the analysis by two distinct methods, the co-shell and mixed site
approach, which are summarized in Table 2.

In the co-shell approach two shells, one Ir and one Ru shell,
were included for each mixed shell. In the mixed site approach
a parameter describing the relative scattering contribution from
Ru and Ir in the same site was introduced. We will refer to the
relative scattering contribution from a given element as its partial
occupancy of the site. In the case of both metal and oxide phases
being present, a separate parameter was included for each phase.
These were fitted independently. Fourier filtering was performed

in order to obtain information of individual shells in the R-space
plot by back- transforming the regions of the specific peaks into
k-space.

Table 1 Coordination number (N) and bond length (R) of the first four
shells in iridium and ruthenium oxide 36. Me stands for the metal atom,
i.e. iridium in IrO2 and ruthenium in RuO2. The metal atom in shell 3 is
indicated by subscript “Ox1” and that in shell 4 by subscript “Ox2”

RuO2 IrO2

Shell Bond N R / Å R / Å
1 Me-O 2 1.94 1.94
2 Me-O 4 1.98 2.00
3 Me-Me, Ox1 2 3.11 3.15
4 Me-Me, Ox2 8 3.54 3.55

As seen in Table 1 IrO2 and RuO2 have two oxygen shells with
coordination numbers two and four, in apical and equatorial po-
sitions, respectively. In the refinements only one oxygen shell was
included, with an initial value for the coordination number equal
to six.

Table 2 Overview of the shells included to introduce mixing in the co-shell
and mixed site approach, given for the Ir-edge. The metal atom in shell 3
in Table 1 is indicated by subscript “Ox1” and that in shell 4 by subscript
“Ox2”. XRu,Ox and XRu,Met are the partial occupancy of Ru defined for the
oxide and metal phase, respectively, in the mixed-site approach.

Shell co-shell Mixed Site
Oxide Ir-MeOx1 Ir-RuOx1 Ir-MeOx1, XRu,Ox

Ir-IrOx1
Ir-MeOx2 Ir-RuOx2 Ir-MeOx2, XRu,Ox

Ir-IrOx2
Metal Ir-MeMet1 Ir-RuMet1 Ir-MeMet1, XRu,Met

Ir-IrMet1

For the co-shell method shells of mixed occupancy were mod-
elled by including two shells initially at the same bond lengths,
one consisting of iridium and one consisting of ruthenium. Spec-
tra from both edges were refined, and the following description
applies to the treatment of both. For XRu=0.75 and XRu=0.50
three shells were included. These were the oxygen shell corre-
sponding to a combination of shells 1 and 2 in Table 1, and the
two first shells containing metal atoms, corresponding to shells 3
and 4 in Table 1, c. f. Table 2. The initial coordination numbers
were set to be the reference coordination number in Table 1, but
multiplied by the nominal fraction of ruthenium for the ruthe-
nium shells and with nominal iridium fraction for the iridium
shells. First the systems were refined with only iridium or ruthe-
nium in the whole structure, Ru for XRu=0.75 and XRu=0.50 and
Ir for all except XRu=0.75. Then the second element was intro-
duced to the first metal oxide shell (shell 3 in Table 1) by adding
another shell at the same bond length. Refinements of these shells
(combined shells 1 and 2 and shell 3 in Table 1) were performed
first in terms of the energy shift, EF , all bond lengths, R, and
Debye-Waller factors (DWFs). Then followed a separate refine-
ment in terms of the coordination numbers, N. These two steps
were repeated until convergence. Next, the whole procedure was
repeated after the addition of a co-shell for second metal oxide
shell (shell 4 in Table 1). For the sample with XRu=0.25, consist-
ing of both metal and oxide phases, three shells were included,
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one oxygen shell, one metal oxide shell (shell 3 in Table 1), and
the first metal-phase shell. The same refinement procedure was
carried out as for the XRu=0.75 and 0.50 described above, start-
ing with a pure system and then introducing the other element in
the individual shells.

In the mixed site approach an additional parameter describing
the partial occupancy of a site was refined. Mixed site is a func-
tion in DL-EXCURV where a partial occupancy site is defined and
the initial occupancy of up to three elements is specified. The
mixed Ir/Ru site is then defined as a new atom type (QA), and
atomic potential and phase shifts are calculated for the Ir/Ru pair.
Refining QA will then optimize the fractions of the elements de-
fined for the shell. One has the option of including several mixed
sites and can therefore have different fractions for different con-
tributions, for instance different phases. The mixed site method
was used to find the partial occupancy of Ca and Sr in aragonite
structured corals in the work of Finch et al.37. In this work the
partial occupancy of ruthenium was investigated, for XRu=0.25
being a mix of an oxide phase and a metal phase. In the latter
case one parameter for each phase was defined and were fitted
independently of each other, as XRu,Ox and XRu,Met.

Spectra from both edges were refined with the mixed site ap-
proach, and the following description applies to the treatment of
both. For XRu=0.75 and XRu=0.50 three shells were included in
the fit, one oxygen shell and two metal oxide shells (correspond-
ing to the combined 1 and 2 shells, shell 3 and shell 4 in Table 1).
Refinement of EF , all bond lengths, R, and DWFs together, then
all N and finally XRu,Ox were alternated until convergence. For
XRu=0.25 four shells were included, the oxygen shell, the first
two metal oxide shells as above, and the first metal-phase shell.
The refinements for this sample was not as straightforward as for
the pure oxides. In this case refinements of EF , all R and DWFs
together and then refinement of all N were alternated until con-
vergence before all N were left fixed and alternating refinements
of EF , all R, and DWFs together, then XRu,Ox followed by XRu,Met

were repeated until convergence.

3 Results

3.1 Metal-phase fraction and oxide structure from XRD

X-ray diffractograms, one of each composition, are shown in Fig-
ure 1a. A rutile structure is present in all compositions. A shift
in peak position can be seen with increasing iridium content from
the pure ruthenium oxide, clearly demonstrated by the reflection
located in the range 34-36◦ in Figure 1b. The two diffractograms
for XRu=0 and 0.25 in Figure 1a indicate that metal-phase irid-
ium is present, as can be inferred from the peak at 2θ ≈ 47.5◦.
In several of the samples metallic phases, either Ir(fcc), Ru(hcp),
or both, were present. The weight fractions, cell parameters and
crystallite sizes of the metal phases are summarized in Table 3.
Below we will quantify metal-phase fractions in the samples ei-
ther by the weight fraction of metal-phase Ru or Ir, wt.% (the
mass of Ru or Ir metal divided by the total mass of sample, in
percent) or the number of Iror Ru) atoms in oxidation state zero
divided by the total number of Ru (or Ru) present in percent as
at.%. This corresponds to the at.% as it would have been mea-

sured by LCF of XANES. As can be seen the pure iridium samples
contained a higher fraction of metal-phase Ir than samples with
XRu=0.25, with an average of 63.2 wt.% and 39.4 wt.% , respec-
tively. This corresponds to 66.6 at.% and 47.5 at.% on average,
respectively. (Equations for the conversion are given in the Sup-
plementary Material, section S.4.) Metal-phase Ru was also seen
for at least two of the three mixed oxides and the pure ruthenium
samples produced. The metal phase fraction was found to be less
than 3 wt.% for all samples with the exception of the second sam-
ple of XRu=0.75. This sample contained 14.3 wt.% metal-phase
Ru(0), corresponding to 25.5 at.% of the ruthenium atoms being
in the metal phase (see Supplementary Material section S.4).

Inclusion of strain in the Rietveld refinements did not affect
appreciably the estimates of the fraction of metal-phase in the
samples. A detailed discussion is included in Section S.2 of the
ESI.

The lattice parameters emerging from the Rietveld analysis are
presented as a function of nominal ruthenium fraction in Figure
2. Each data point is an average of the three samples for each
composition, and the standard deviation for the set is indicated by
error bars. As expected from the shifts in peak positions in Figure
1b, both lattice parameters change with composition. The c lattice
parameters decrease linearly as more ruthenium is incorporated
into the structure for both synthesis and indicates formation of a
solid solution of the two oxides according to Vegard’s law. This
trend and the values agree well with previously reported lattice
parameters13,38,39. The a parameter displays considerably less
variation, also in agreement with the literature13,38,39.

3.2 Metal-phase fraction from linear combination fits of
XANES.

The fraction of Ir metal-phase was investigated by carrying out
linear combination fit (LCF) of the XRu=0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75
samples with spectra of pure metal-phase Ir and IrO2. Reference
samples of oxide and metal-phase Ir with composition equal to
the nominal composition of the XRu=0.25, and XRu=0.50 and
XRu=0.75 were not available. Instead we performed the LCF of
the XRu=0.25, and XRu=0.50 and XRu=0.75 samples with the
pure iridium reference. We used IrCl3 in order to evaluate a pos-
sible contribution from Ir+3. The IrCl3 has been reported used in
several investigations of oxidation state of Ir in anodically formed
iridium oxide films (AIROF), electrochemically formed iridium
oxide films (EIROF), and sputtered iridium oxide films (SIROF)
in an in situ electrochemical cell as function of applied poten-
tial40–42.

Two sets of LCFs were carried out, one with all three reference
spectra included (Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4), and one which did not in-
clude Ir+3. The LCF for XRu=0 and 0.25 is shown in Figure 3. It
was not possible to fit the XANES data for compositions XRu=0.5
and 0.75 to any linear combination of reference spectra contain-
ing metal-phase Ir. The atomic percents of Ir0 emerging from the
LCFs are summarized in Table 4. For XRu = 0 the LCFs with only
Ir0 and Ir+4 (Figure 3a and Table 4) a metal-phase fraction of
77 at.%, equal to 74 wt.%, was obtained, which is 18 percentage
points larger than what was found by XRD (55.9 wt.% for this
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray diffractogram of IrxRu1−xO2 as function of XRu, and (b) magnification of (101) reflection located at 2θ ∼34-35 ◦.

Table 3 Overview of the metal phases present in the samples as evaluated by XRD Rietveld analysis. The unit cell lengths, a and c, and crystallite
diameter, d, for the metal-phase iridium and ruthenium present in the three catalyst powders obtained from Rietveld analysis. Iridium has cubic structure
(Fm-3m) and Ru has hexagonal structure (P63/mmc). Data for all the three different samples of each composition, arbitrarily labelled “1”, “2”, and “3”
for distinction, are given

Ir Ru
XRu wt.% a / Å d / nm wt.% a / Å c /Å d / nm
0.00 1 55.9(1) 3.84023(7) 16.91(5) 0 - - -

2 75.6(2) 3.83933(7) 25.2(1) 0 - - -
3 58.1(1) 3.83913(7) 16.60(6) 0 - - -

0.25 1 42.3(1) 3.83005(8) 23.8(1) 3.01(8) 2.7162(4) 4.3141(1) 24(1)
2 45.1(1) 3.83116(8) 23.7(1) 3.00(8) 2.7162(4) 4.3141(1) 24(1)
3 30.91(8) 3.83016(8) 21.4(1) 1.84(7) 2.7161(6) 4.3145(2) 18(1)

0.50 1 0 - - 0 - - -
2 0 - - 0.52(8) 2.714(2) 4.326(7) 25(7)
3 0 - - 1.36(8) 2.715(2) 4.341(6) 9.3(8)

0.75 1 0 - - 0 - - -
2 0 - - 14.3(1) 2.7104(2) 4.2940(4) 16.2(2)
3 0 - - 2.17(6) 2.715(2) 4.306(4) 11.0(5)

1.00 1 0 - - 1.14(7) 2.711(1) 4.273(3) 17(2)
2 0 - - 2.00(9) 2.715(1) 4.264(4) 9.4(6)
3 0 - - 0 - - -
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Fig. 2 Lattice parameters a and c for the oxide phase (rutile crystal struc-
ture) obtained by Rietveld refinement of X-ray diffractograms as a func-
tion of nominal ruthenium fraction. Each data point is an average of the
three identical synthesis of each composition and the standard deviation
of the three is indicated by error bars.

sample). When the Ir+3 spectra was included it was found that
7 at.% of the Ir atoms existed in trivalent state, and the metal-
phase fraction was 71 at.%, Figure 3b and Table 5. A slightly
improved R-factor is seen with the addition of Ir+3 for the pure Ir
sample, and it is possible that some of the Ir exist in this oxida-
tion state. A presence of Ir+3 could perhaps be due to incomplete
decomposition of IrCl3 or formation of intermediate Ir2O3

43,44.
Ir2O3 is, however, calculated to be unstable45 unless the oxygen
chemical potential is very low.

The fraction of metal-phase found for the XRu=0.25 sample
was 42 at.% iridium, corresponding to 34 wt.% (c.f. 42.3 wt% for
this sample by Rietveld analysis, XRu=0.25 sample 1 in Table 3).
(The Ir+3 fraction was found to be zero when included in this
fit , Figure 3c.) The LCF of XANES thus predicted a somewhat
smaller metal-phase fraction than the Rietveld analysis for the
pure Ir sample. However, a small contributing metallic Ru phase
(3 wt%) was accounted for in the Rietveld analysis, which can not
be included for a LCF carried out in this manner. The weight per-
centages should therefore in principle not be directly compared.
However, since this is quite a small fraction it is therefore not
assumed to influence the results substantially. For XRu=0.25 the
metal-phase fraction was found to be similar for the two methods.

3.3 Metal-phase fraction and oxide structure from EXAFS
Least-Squares Refinements.

The validity of the mixed site approach was verified by several
different procedures. One method was to first perform the refine-
ment of the pure system of either Ru or Ir, viz. the pure iridium
system for XRu=0.25 and 0.50 and the pure ruthenium system for
XRu=0.5 and 0.75, and and then introduce and refine the partial
occupancy XRu,Ox, and for XRu=0.25 also XRu,Met. The values from
the first of these refinements served as a set of initial values for
the second. This procedure was performed for spectra recorded
at both edges.

Refinements were also carried out with the partial occupancies
XRu,Ox (and for XRu=0.25 XRu,Met) introduced initially and with
initial values set to nominal values. The latter procedure was

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Linear combination fit of XRu=0.0 (sample 1 of those with XRu=0.0,
Table 3), with (a) Ir0 and Ir+4 standards and (b) Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4 stan-
dards. (c) linear combination fit of XRu=0.25 (sample 1 of those with
XRu=0.25,Table 3), with Ir0 and Ir+4) included. Addition of Ir+3 did not
change the fit of XRu=0.25, and the fraction of Ir+3 was found to be zero.
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Table 4 Atomic percent of Ir0, the energy shifts, EF and R-factors obtained in the LCF of the XANES spectra. Fits with reference spectra Ir0 and Ir+4

XRu At.% Ir0 EF , Ir0 EF , Ir+4 R-factor
0 76.7(2) -0.14(1) 1.04(2) 4.22E-4

0.25 42(2) 0.3(2) -0.28(8) 2.39E-3
0.50 0 - - -
0.75 0 - - -

Table 5 Atomic percent of Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4, the energy shifts, EF and R-factors obtained in the LCF of the XANES spectra. Fit with reference spectra
Ir0, Ir+3 and Ir+4

XRu At.% Ir0 EF , Ir0 At.% Ir+3 EF , Ir+3 At.% Ir+4 EF , Ir+4 R-factor
0 71(3) -0.23(2) 7(1) 1.1(2) 22(1) 1.01(4) 3.55E-4

carried out three times.

With both strategies (starting with a pure system before refin-
ing the partial occupancies and starting with the partial occupan-
cies initally introduced), and for the different refinements, the
final ruthenium partial occupancy and bond lengths were always
similar. Improved fits were always obtained for the binary oxides
when mixing was introduced. The multiplicities of the oxygen
shell did not change with the strategy used, but some differences
could be seen for shells at longer bond distances.

Finally, refinements including only the oxygen shell (the com-
bined shell 1 and 2 in Table 1) and the first metal-phase shell of
samples with XRu=0.25 from both edges were tested by trying
out three different initial values of XRu,Met, 0.10, 0.25 and 0.50.
XRu,Met converged towards the same value for all starting points
with highest standard deviation for the Ir-edge at 0.02. A mixed
occupancy site was also attempted fitted for the pure Ru sample
with various initial values of XRu,Ox, and did result in a ruthenium
partial occupancy close to one.

The refinements performed with the mixed site method can be
seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5 for Ru-edge and Ir-edge respectively.
The results reported in these figures represent fits in which XRu,Ox

and XRu,Met were introduced initially.

The experimentally obtained ruthenium partial occupancy in
the oxide phase, XRu,Ox fraction from both edges as a function of
nominal ruthenium fraction is shown in Figure 6a. The XRu,Met

partial occupancy obtained for the XRu=0.25 sample from both
edges is shown in Figure 6b. A finite ruthenium partial occu-
pancy was obtained for all the mixed samples, both in the oxide
and metal phases, indicating a high degree of mixing. Partial oc-
cpuancies relatively close to the nominal were obtained, and quite
consistently so from both edges, with the exception of XRu=0.50
and the metal phase for XRu=0.25, possibly indicating a less ho-
mogeneous distribution of the two elements in these phases. For
the metal Ir phase it is possible that a more or less pure iridium
phase coexists with a phase with some ruthenium incorporated
into the structure, reflected by the much lower XRu,Met found from
the Ir edge than from the Ru edge. In addition a small fraction
of metal-phase Ru was seen (3 wt.%) for this sample, which may
have been partially doped with Ir.

In Figure 7 the coordination numbers obtained from both edges
have been plotted as a function nominal ruthenium fraction. To
account for the reduction in multiplicity due to presence of sev-
eral phases in the sample we employed the method of reduced

multiplicities by Martens et al.46. We thus divided the experi-
mentally obtained coordination numbers by the fraction of the
respective phase fph, to obtain the corrected coordination number
Ncorr=Nexp/fph.46 The corrected coordination number expresses
what the coordination number would have been if this was the
only phase present.46 In Figure 7 the coordination numbers for
oxide and metal-phase shells have been corrected by oxide and
metal-phase fractions respectively, which were obtained from LCF
of XANES spectra. In Figure 7 we have included the corrected co-
ordination numbers calculated with fph as obtained for the case in
which two reference spectra were employed in the LCF fit and in
addition for the case when three reference spectra were included
in the fit of XRu=0.0.

The multiplicities lie close to the reference value for the oxy-
gen shell indicated in Figure 7a when the corrected multiplicities
are used to account for the presence of a metal-phase. The cor-
rected multiplicities of the first metal-phase shell, Figure 7b, are
smaller than the reference value. Also, a deviation is seen be-
tween the two edges for XRu=0.25, the smaller N appearing for
the Ru-edge and the larger for the Ir-edge. For the first metal
oxide shell (shell 3 in Table 1, Figure 7c) the multiplicities are
in agreement with the reference value, with the exception of the
Ru-edge for XRu=0.25 which is much higher than the reference
value.

The second metal oxide shell (shell 4 in Table 1, Figure 7d)
demonstrates more variety. The corrected multiplicities from the
Ir-edge deviates from reference value, pure Ir being smaller and
XRu=0.25 being larger than the reference value. For XRu=0.25 at
the Ru-edge however, it is much smaller than what was obtained
at the Ir-edge. For XRu=0.5 and 0.75 the values obtained from
the two edges are in agreement, and they are either smaller or
close to reference value, respectively.

In addition to determining the fractions of metal phase and
oxide phases through LCF of XANES and Rietveld analysis, we
also estimated the oxide fractions fox from the formula fox =

N(Ir−O)exp/6, where N(Ir−O)exp is the experimentally obtained mul-
tiplicity of the oxygen shell (MOS). The metal-phase fractions
evaluated for the three methods, the multiplicity of the oxygen
shell (MOS), and the quantitative Rietveld analysis of XRD spec-
tra and the LCF of XANES are listed in Table 6.

Both of the two XAS-based methods, LCF of XANES and MOS,
result in higher fractions of metal-phase than obtained through
the Rietveld refinement for XRu=0. Quite similar values are found
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Experimental (-) and least squares refined (- -) of (a) k3 χ(k) and (b) EXAFS Fourier transforms of all spectra recorded at the Ru-edge and
refined with the mixed-site approach.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Experimental (-) and least squares refined (- -) of (a) k3 χ(k) and (b) EXAFS Fourier transforms of all spectra recorded at the Ir-edge and refined
with the mixed-site approach.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6 The obtained partial occupancy as defined in EXCURVE of Ru of (a) the oxide phase and (b) the elemental metal phase evaluated from both Ir-
and Ru-edges as function of nominal Ru fraction.

Table 6 Estimation of metal-phase fractions based on quantitative Rietveld analysis of XRD spectra, LCF of XANES spectra and MOS. All fractions
are reported in at.% Ir0. In the final column the coordination numbers used to evaluate the phases fractions with the MOS method are listed. The
conversion between wt.% and at.% were performed according to equations in the Supplementary Material section S.4

XRD LCF XANES Ir+3 LCF XANES, Ir+3 MOS, NMe−O,exp
XRu not included included Ir / Ru-edge Ir / Ru-edge
0 59.7(1) 76.7(2) 71(3) 72(5) / - 1.7(3)/ -

0.25 50.6(1) 42(2) - 53(8) / 42(5) 2.8(5) / 3.5(3)

from MOS and LCF of XANES spectra if Ir+3 is included in the LCF
fit. For XRu=0.75 less variation is seen, with the exception of MOS
method evaluated from Ir-edge. However, in spite of significant
differences between the MOS results from the Ir and Ru edges, an
overlap exists within the uncertainties. Since smaller uncertain-
ties were found for LCF of XANES than from MOS, Figure 7 has
been been based on the former.

The experimentally obtained bond lengths as function of nom-
inal XRu are shown in Figure 8. Some deviation between the
bond lengths obtained from the two edges is apparent. The bond
lengths obtained at the Ru-edge are in general longer than the
ones obtained from the Ir-edge, and with a few exceptions show
the highest uncertainties. Decreasing bond lengths are seen for
the oxygen shell at Ru-edge (although not the Ir-edge), the metal-
phase shell at the Ir-edge and the first metal oxide shell at both
edges. For the second metal oxide shell small changes are ex-
pected since the difference in bond length for this shell in IrO2

and RuO2 is quite small in value (Table 1), consistent with the
data in Fig. (8d).

Fourier filtration of the EXAFS was another strategy applied in
order to investigate the degree of mixing. Using Fourier filtra-
tion it can be possible to investigate the contribution to each shell
separately. This was however difficult due to the large degree of
overlap between the individual shells in the structure. This is il-
lustrated for Ir-edge XRu=0.75 in Figure 9 where the contribution
from the individual shells has been plotted. As can be seen the
two metal oxide shells overlap. The results from the Fourier filtra-

tion were therefore inconclusive, and was not further explored.

EXAFS analysis of data for the mixed oxides with the co-shell
approach demonstrated a decrease of the R-factor and even vi-
sually better fits as a second element was introduced in the first
shell and improved for each shell which was modeled as a mix-
ture. This confirms that a high degree of element mixing was in-
deed obtained for this synthesis procedure. However, this method
quickly required a large number of parameters. In order to de-
scribe the mixing of a singe shell an additional three parameters
had to be included, whereas introduction of mixing for a single
phase required one single parameter in the mixed site approach.
In addition, Ir and Ru in these co-shells were often at different
bond lengths, and from the two edges both elements could be
found to have the shortest bond length. The coordination number
summed for the two shells often exceeded or was much smaller
than the reference occupancy for the shell it was simulating. The
result of the co-shell method was not satisfactory, and thus the
mixed site approach became the primary method of EXAFS spec-
tra analysis, for which results are presented above (Figures 4
through 8).

4 Discussion

The XRD and XAS results consistently indicate a high degree of
mixing between Ir and Ru in the obtained oxides. A linear con-
traction of the cell volume was obtained as function of ruthenium
fraction, see Figure 2, as expected when a solid solution is ob-
tained. This is further supported by the close to equal partial
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(a) NMe−O (b) NMe−Me,Met1

(c) NMe−Me,Ox1 (d) NMe−Me,Ox2

Fig. 7 Experimentally obtained coordination numbers for (a) the oxygen shell, NMe−O, (b) the first metal-phase shell, NMe−Me,Met1, (c) the first metal
oxide shell, NMe−Me,Ox1 (shell 3 in Table 1), and (d) the second metal oxide shell, NMe−Me,Ox2 (shell 4 in Table 1), as function of nominal ruthenium
fraction. The reference coordination numbers are indicated with red lines in the figures. For phases which are mixes of oxide and metal-phases the
corrected multiplicities are also included. For XRu=0 different metal-phase fractions were obtained whether Ir+3 was included in the LCF of XANES or
not, both are indicated. Fractions obtained without Ir+3 are named “corr” (triangles), and with named “corr2” (crosses).
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(a) RMe−O (b) RMe−Met1

(c) RMe−Ox1 (d) RMe−Ox2

Fig. 8 Experimentally obtained bond lengths in Å for the (a) oxygen shell ,RMe−O, (b) first metal-phase shell, RMe−Met1, (c) first metal oxide shell,
RMe−Ox1, and (d) second metal oxide shell, RMe−Ox2, as function of nominal ruthenium fraction. The reference bond length is indicated in the figures for
IrO2 and Ir in blue and RuO2 in red.
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Fig. 9 Contributions from individual shells for XRu=0.75 recoded at Ir-
edge.

occupancy of Ru found from both Ir- and Ru-edges in the EXAFS
refinement of the XRu=0.25 and 0.75 spectra, Fig. 6. However,
for XRu=0.50 the value differed from the two edges indicating
that the distribution of Ru was not completely homogeneous.

The bond lengths in Figure 8c for shell 3 in Table 1 (“Me-Me,
Ox1”) are consistent with the linear lattice contraction inferred
from the X-ray diffractograms. The bond length for shell 3 de-
creases with increasing ruthenium fraction as assessed from both
edges and as expected for formation of solid solution. The de-
crease is the same as that obtained by Rietveld refinement, Fig. 2.

The other EXAFS-based bond lengths in Figure 8 are also con-
sistent with what would be expected from the XRD results within
the uncertainties. The average bond-length for the six oxygen
atoms is expected to change from 1.980 Å in IrO2 to 1.967 Å in
RuO2. This is in the range of the smallest uncertainties in the es-
timated bond length for this shell. Also, this shell was fitted as
six oxygen atoms at an equal distance and not as two separate
oxygen shells for the oxygen atoms in equatorial position and for
the oxygen atoms in apical positions (i.e. shells 1 and 2 in Table 1
combined), which may have contributed adversely to the accu-
racy. The expected change in bond distance for the second metal
oxide shell (shell 4 in Table 1, “Me-Me, Ox2”) is 0.01 Å, which is
clearly beyond the resolution limit of the methods employed.

The EXAFS data in Fig. 6a help to rationalise why the oxide
lattice contracts linearly in Fig. 2 in spite of the sizeable metallic
fraction in this material. The XRu=0.25 samples contain a rather
large amount of iridium metal (i.e. Ir(0)). It is therefore perhaps
somewhat unexpected that the c lattice parameter of the oxide
phase of this composition complies so well with the linear con-
traction in Fig. 2, and that an XRu,Ox close to nominal value is
evaluated by XAS for this composition. If formation of a pure
metallic iridium phase is assumed, and that the balance of the Ir
forms a binary oxide with Ru, the ruthenium fraction of this oxide
would be 0.41(4) if averaged over the three samples. The c lat-
tice parameter data point for a nominal value of XRu=0.25 would
therefore, if shifted to XRu=0.41, be well above the expected lin-
ear trend for a binary mixture38. This apparent inconsistency
arises, however, from the fact that a substantial amount of ruthe-
nium is incorporated into the Ir metal structure and that a small
separate Ru metal phase was also formed.

Both the XRD and the EXAFS data consistently indicate the
inclusion of ruthenium in the metallic iridium phase of the
XRu=0.25 material. The lattice parameter of the metallic Ir has
decreased from an average value of 3.839 Å for the XRu=0 sam-
ples to 3.830 Å for XRu=0.25, as can be seen in Table 3. Alloying
of ruthenium into cubic iridium metal is normally associated with
a decreasing lattice parameter with increasing ruthenium frac-
tion47. A lattice constant of 3.830 Å is expected at an atomic
fraction of ruthenium of ∼19 at.%47. This is in agreement with
the ruthenium partial occupancy found in the Ir metal by EXAFS
evaluation at the Ir-edge, 0.17(3). However, this was smaller than
the value obtained at the Ru-edge; 0.37(3). Formation of a metal-
lic ruthenium phase and alloying of Ru into the Ir metal phase
account for the close to nominal ruthenium partial occupancy ob-
tained for the oxide phase, and explain why the c parameter for
this oxide also complies with the linear trend in Figure 2.

The formation of metal phases does therefore not necessar-
ily indicate inhomogeneous mixing of the elements in the oxide
phase. A degree of alloying of Ru into the Ir metal, and pos-
sibly Ir into the Ru metal, is an expression of the ability of the
PPS method to produce high degrees of elemental mixing, and
appears to be the case for the metal phases as well although this
phase appears to be somewhat less homogeneous.

The small fraction of a metallic Ru phase, ∼3 wt.% metallic Ru
(Table 3) is a likely cause for the differences seen for ruthenium
partial occupancy found from the two edges. The first three shells
of metallic Ru are located at 2.65, 2.71 and 3.79 Å, each with a
multiplicity of six, according to the published crystal structure
(ICDD Card no. 00-006-0663). The first two of these shells will
therefore overlap with the first metallic Ir shell (at 2.71 Å) for the
refinement at the Ru-edge. The metallic Ru phase was too small
to be resolved in the EXAFS analysis, but its effect on the fitted
metallic Ir structure may explain some of the differences seen for
the properties of the Ir metallic phase as observed from the two
edges.

The metallic Ru phase may exist as a pure metal, or it can be
partially doped with Ir. An average increase of the c lattice pa-
rameter of the Ru metal phase is seen for XRu=0.25 compared
to XRu=1 (Table 3), which indicates that Ir alloying into the Ru
metal actually has occurred. However, the lattice parameter of Ru
found for the pure ruthenium samples are larger than reported by
Okamoto47. The hexagonal metallic ruthenium phase can sup-
port up to 44 at.% Ir before a transition to cubic Ir metal phase is
expected47. The presence of both Ir and Ru metal phases, each
with the possibility of being more or less phase pure and being
alloyed with the other element homogeneously or in a varying
degree throughout the structure may therefore well be the cause
for the difference seen in ruthenium partial occupancy for the cu-
bic Ir phase from the two edges.

The three methods of evaluating the atomic percentage of
metallic Ir, Rietveld refinement, LCF of XANES and multiplicity of
the oxygen shell (MOS), are in the same range, but with some
deviations for the XRu=0.25 sample. The Rietveld refinement
method and LCF of XANES are in better agreement for XRu=0.
Since XRD requires some long-range order whereas XAS does not,
a possible explanation behind the discrepancy seen for the pure Ir
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sample might therefore be that small metallic Ir crystallites con-
tribute to XAS measurements but are invisible in the XRD spec-
tra. Differences can arise due to the probing scales not overlap-
ping and the presence of phases of only limited or no long-range
order in the samples. With these aspects of the measurement
methods in mind we conclude that a set of likely models for the
composition and structure of the polymeric-precursor synthesized
IrxRu1−xO2 powders has been established.

For electrocatalytic applications an assessment of the mixing at
the atomic level in multicomponent oxides is particularly impor-
tant, both for fundamental understanding13 and for practical ap-
plications. For example, results of Kötz and Stucki11 indicate that
for sputtered Ir-Ru mixed oxides, iridium and ruthenium interact
synergistically to give a catalytic activity which is different from
the sum of the catalytic activities of the two component oxides.
For other types of samples the opposite is the case; Owe et al.13

showed that in oxides synthesized by the hydrolysis method and
verified to be solid solutions by pair-distribution analysis of high-
resolution XRD data, the electrocatalytic activity is a simple su-
perposition of the activities of the component oxides. A detailed
structural characterization for the sputtered oxides reported by
Kötz and Stucki11 is not available, and a resolution of these con-
flicting reports is currently not possible. Therefore, if metal-metal
interaction and catalytic properties of oxides are to be assessed
experimentally, a good knowledge of the makeup and structure
of the catalyst is essential. This goes well beyond the fundamen-
tal understanding of the electrocatalytic process and will have
applied ramifications. If there is no synergistic interaction, opti-
mization of catalysts should concentrate on maximising surface to
volume ratio rather than composition, whereas also composition
will be critical if such an interaction is present.

5 Conclusions
The extent of mixing and formation of solid solution in
IrxRu1−xO2 powders prepared by a polymeric precursor method
were evaluated by Rietveld refinement of XRD spectra and refine-
ments of EXAFS spectra. Introduction of a mixed site describing
the partial occupancy of ruthenium relative to iridium in both ox-
ide and metal-phase shells was successfully applied in order to
evaluate the degree of element mixing. Close to nominal ruthe-
nium partial occupancy was found from both Ru- and Ir-edge for
the oxide phase. However, the distribution of ruthenium and irid-
ium was not completely homogeneous for all compositions. The
XRu=0.50 oxide phase demonstrated different ruthenium partial
occupancy obtained from the EXAFS spectra at the Ir- and Ru-
edge, respectively. This was also the case for the cubic Ir metal
phase produced in the XRu=0.25 sample, although this showed
that an alloy was produced even for the metal phase. The pres-
ence of metal phases of both cubic Ir and hexagonal Ru, which
are both likely to be mixtures of pure metals and alloys, is proba-
bly the cause for the difference seen in the Ru-partial occupancy
from EXAFS at the two edges.

The metal-phase content of the Ir and Ru samples produced by
polymeric precursor synthesis is highly sensitive to the synthesis
conditions, and a consistent characterization of their structure re-
quired a concerted analysis based on several methods based on

XRD and XAS. The presence of metal phases does not appear to
implicate a low extent of element mixing of the oxide phase.
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S.1 Effect of strain on Rietveld refinements

The Rietveld refinements may overestimate the metallic Ru fraction. For
the ruthenium-rich samples, especially pure ruthenium, well described peak
shapes in the refinements were not obtained. A super-Lorentzian contribu-
tion to the peaks was seen which could not be included in the fit. There
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are several origins to peak broadening; any lattice imperfection will cause
diffraction-line broadening, and domain-size broadening can occur if the
powder consist of incoherent diffraction domains, such as dislocation arrays,
stacking faults, twins or any other extended imperfections [1]. Investigation
of the exact cause for the broadening seen in these samples was not per-
formed. However, misfitting of the high intensity region of the peaks has
consequences for the quantification. A strain parameter was added in order
to include more of these areas. However, the omitted areas were small, and
changes in fraction were insignificant (always < 0.4 wt.%) when strain was
included in the fit. The contributions from the omitted high intensity peak
region is therefore believed to be negligible in the phase quantification. The
addition of the strain parameter did not effect the cell parameters. An exam-
ple of refinement of XRu=1 is shown with and without strain added in Figure
S.1. As can be seen the inclusion of strain improves the fit, however still a
complete description of the most intense peaks is not obtained (Figure S.1b).
Omitting the super-Lorentizan portion will also have consequences for the
crystallite sizes obtained from the fit, and would be larger than indicated if
these peak regions were well described. The sizes reported here are based on
refinement carried out without added strain parameter, and can be looked
upon as a lower limit of the crystallite size.

S.2 Microstructure

The morphology was investigated with SEM, and images of XRu=0, 0.5 and
1 are shown in Figure S.2. The samples contain large particles with diameter
of several hundreds of nm, and smaller particles down to a few tenths of nm
in diameter. The larger structures are in general larger for the Ru samples of
both series, and smaller for Ir and the mixtures. The powders are in general
agglomerated.

S.3 Crystallite size

In parallel to the increasing average particle diameter with ruthenium frac-
tion, the crystallite sizes evaluated by Rietveld analysis were also found to
increase with XRu, Figure S.3. Due to the broad structure and misfit of a
super-Lorenzian part of the peaks (see ESI, Section S.1) of ruthenium-rich

2
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(a) RuO2 without strain parameter

(b) RuO2 with strain parameter

Figure S.1: Rietveld refinement of XRD data for a RuO2 sample refined
without (a) and with (b) added strain parameter.

3
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(a) XRu=0.0 (b) XRu=0.0

(c) XRu=0.5 (d) XRu=0.5

(e) XRu=1.0 (f) XRu=1.0

Figure S.2: SEM images of (a), (b) XRu=0.0, (c), (d) XRu=0.5 and (e), (f)
XRu=1.0 .

4
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samples, the obtained and reported diameters can at best be looked upon
as representing the smallest crystallites present. The diameters obtained in-
crease with increasing ruthenium content. The increasing crystallite size with
ruthenium fraction can be explained by lower crystallization temperature of
ruthenium oxide and has been reported previously [2, 4].

Figure S.3: Crystallite size of the oxide phase obtained by Rietveld refinement
of X-ray diffractograms as a function of ruthenium fraction. Each data point
is an average of the three samples of each composition, and the standard
deviation of the three is indicated by error bars.

S.4 Conversion between atom percent and weight

percent

The at.% iridium as obtained by linear-combination fitting of XANES is the
number of iridium atoms in the metal reference sample Ir(0), nIr, divided by
the total number of atoms in the two references Ir(0) and IrO2 (nIrO2). Thus

at.%(Ir) = 100× nIr

nIr + nIrO2

(S.1)

5
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The wt.% iridium metal as computed in the Rietveld analysis was [3, 5]

wt.%(Ir) = 100SIrZIrMIrVIr × [SIrZIrMIrVIr+

SIrxRu1−xO2ZIrxRu1−xO2MIrxRu1−xO2VIrxRu1−xO2 + SRuZRuMRuVRu

]−1
(S.2)

where Zi is the number of formula units in the unit cell, Si are scale factors
adjusted during the refinement, Mi the molar mass, and Vi the unit cell
volume in the phase of composition i. We use the convention here that i =
Ir refers elemental iridium (metal) and i = Ru to elemental ruthenium. For
ruthenium the wt.% metal was correspondingly

wt.%(Ru) = 100SRuZRuMIrVRu × [SIrZIrMIrVIr+

SIrxRu1−xO2ZIrxRu1−xO2MIrxRu1−xO2VIrxRu1−xO2 + SRuZRuMRuVRu

]−1
(S.3)

We let the scale factors correspond to the (relative) number of unit cells
so that the number of iridium atoms nIr in the sample is proportional to
SIrZIr etc. with the same proportionality factor for all phases. From (S.2)
we obtain

wt.%(Ir) = 100nIrMIr × [nIrMIr+

nIrxRu1−xO2MIrxRu1−xO2VIrxRu1−xO2/VIr + nRuMRuVRu/VIr

]−1
(S.4)

where nIrxRu1−xO2 is the number of formula units of IrxRu1-xO2 and MIrxRu1−xO2

its molar weight. Since the number of iridium atoms in the oxide phase, nIr,Ox,
is nIr,Ox = xnIrxRu1−xO2 , we may write Eq. (S.4) as

wt.% = 100nIrMIr [nIrMIr

+
nIr,Ox

x
MIrxRu1−xO2VIrxRu1−xO2/VIr + nRuMRuVRu/VIr

]−1

(S.5)

We divide numerator and denominator with nIr + nIr,Ox and use Eq. (S.1) to
obtain

wt.%(Ir) = 100 [at.%(Ir)/100]MIr

×
{

[at.%(Ir)/100]MIr +
1− at.%(Ir)/100

x
MIrxRu1−xO2VIrxRu1−xO2/VIr

+
nRu

nIr + nIr,Ox

MRuVRu/VIr

}−1

(S.6)

6
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For the samples with XRu = 0, the last term in the denominator of
Eq. (S.4) is zero. For the samples with XRu = 0.25 we observe that dividing
Eq. (S.2) by Eq. (S.3) gives

wt.%(Ir)

wt.%(Ru)
=

SIrZIrMIrVIr

SRuZRuMIrVRu

=
nIrMIrVIr

nRuMRuVRu

(S.7)

Using this result in Eq. (S.6) we obtain

wt.%(Ir) = 100× [at.%(Ir)/100]MIr×{
[at.%(Ir)/100]MIr +

1− at.%/100

x
MIrxRu1−xO2VIrxRu1−xO2/VIr

+
1

wt.%(Ru)MRuVRu/wt.%(Ru)MIrVIr + nIr,Ox/nRu

MRuVRu/VIr

}−1

(S.8)

Since wt.%(Ir) ∼ 40% and wt.%(Ru) ∼ 3% in this sample,

1

wt.%(Ir)MRuVRu/wt.%(Ru)MIrVIr + nIr,Ox/nRu

<
1

wt.%(Ir)MRuVRu/wt.%(Ru)MIrVIr

≈ 0.1

The factors multiplying the molar masses in the first two terms of the denom-
inator of Eq. (S.7) are expected to be in the order of 0.5 and 2, respectively,
which can be checked for consistency (see below). Also, the molar mass of
ruthenium is approximately half of that of iridium. Whereas this is offset

slightly by the volume ratios (VRu = 81 Å
3
,VIr = 56.6 Å

3
,VIrO2 = 63.3 Å

3

VRuO2 = 63.3 Å
3

for the conventional unit cells), the last term in the denom-
inator of Eq. (S.4) is to a good approximation negligible. Therefore,

wt.%(Ir) ≈ 100× [at.%(Ir)/100]MIr

[at.%(Ir)/100]MIr +
1− at.%(Ir)/100

x
MIrxRu1−xO2

(S.9)

in which we have also neglected the volume ratios being different from one,
and from which we in turn obtain,

at.%(Ir) ≈

100× [wt.%(Ir)/100]MIrxRuxO2/x

MIr (1− wt.%(Ir)/100) + [wt.%(Ir)/100]MIrxRu1−xO2/x
(S.10)

7
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For ruthenium the equations become

wt.%(Ru) ≈

100× [at.%(Ru)/100]MRu

[at.%(Ru)/100]MRu +
1− at.%(Ru)/100

1− x
MIrxRu1−xO2

(S.11)

at.%(Ru) ≈

100×
[wt.%(Ru)/100]MIrxRu1−xO2/ (1− x)

MRu [1− wt.%(Ru)/100] + [wt.%(Ru)/100]MIrxRu1−xO2/ (1− x)
(S.12)

for samples with no iridium metal in them.

XRu (nominal) wt. Ir% at.% Ir wt. Ru% at.% Ru

0 55.9 59.7
0 75.6 78.3
0 58.1 61.8
0.25 42.3 50.6
0.25 45.1 53.4
0.25 30.9 38.5
0 73.8 76.7
0 67.7 71
0.25 34.1 42
0.75 14.3 25.5

Table S.1: Conversion of wt.% to at.% for various samples described in the
main article as computed by Eqs. (S.9) through (S.12).
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy reveals separately the structures of metal and
oxide phases of iridium and ruthenium electrocatalysts containing both.
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X-ray diffractogram  of Ir$_x$Ru$_\mathrm{1-x}$O$_2$ as function of X$_\mathrm{Ru}$ 
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magnification of (101) reflection located at 2$\theta\sim$34-35\,$^\circ$ 
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Lattice parameters a and c for the oxide phase (rutile crystal structure) obtained by Rietveld refinement of 
X-ray diffractograms as a function of 

ruthenium fraction. Each data point is an average of the three identical synthesis of each composition and 
the standard deviation of the three is indicated by error bars. 
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Linear combination fit of X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0.0  (sample 1 of those with X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0.0, 
Table~\ref{tab:metalphasesPolymeric Precursor A}), with (a) Ir$^0$ and Ir$^{+4}$ standards 
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Ir$^0$, Ir$^{+3}$ and Ir$^{+4}$ standards. 
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linear combination fit of X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0.25 (sample 1 of those with 
X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0.25,Table~\ref{tab:metalphasesPolymeric Precursor A}), with Ir$^0$ and Ir$^{+4}$) 

included. Addition of Ir$^{+3}$ did not change the fit of X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0.25, and the fraction of 
Ir$^{+3}$ was found to be zero. 
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Experimental (-) and least squares refined (-\,-) of (a) k$^3$ $\chi$(k) 
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EXAFS Fourier transforms of all spectra recorded at the Ru-edge and refined with the mixed-site approach. 
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Experimental (-) and least squares refined (-\,-) of (a) k$^3$ $\chi$(k) 
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EXAFS Fourier transforms of all spectra recorded at the Ir-edge and refined with the mixed-site approach. 
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The obtained partial occupancy of Ru of (a) the oxide phase 
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the metal phase evaluated from both Ir- and Ru-edges as function of nominal Ru fraction. 
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Experimentally obtained coordination numbers for (a) the oxygen shell, \revisedssone{N$_{\mathrm{Me-
O}}$} 
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the first metal-phase shell, \revisedssone{N$_{\mathrm{Me-Me,Met1}}$}, 
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the first metal oxide shell, \revisedssone{N$_{\mathrm{Me-Me,Ox1}}$ (shell 3 in 
Table~\ref{tab:CNbondlengthpureoxides})}, 
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the second metal oxide shell, \revisedssone{N$_{\mathrm{Me-Me,Ox2}}$ (shell 4 in 
Table~\ref{tab:CNbondlengthpureoxides})}, as function of nominal ruthenium fraction. The reference 

coordination numbers are indicated with red lines in the figures. For phases which are mixes of oxide and 
metal-phases the corrected multiplicities are also included. For X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0 different metal-phase 
fractions were obtained whether Ir$^{+3}$ was included in the LCF of XANES or not, both are indicated. 
Fractions obtained without Ir$^{+3}$ are named \revisedssone{``corr''} (triangles), and with named 

\revisedssone{``corr2''} (crosses). 
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Experimentally obtained bond lengths in {\angstrom} for the (a) oxygen shell 
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first metal-phase shell, \revisedssone{R$_{\mathrm{Me-Met1}}$} 
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first metal oxide shell, \revisedssone{R$_{\mathrm{Me-Ox1}}$} 
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second metal oxide shell, \revisedssone{R$_{\mathrm{Me-Ox2}}$}, as function of nominal ruthenium 
fraction. The reference bond length is indicated in the figures for IrO$_2$ and Ir in blue and RuO$_2$ in 

red. 
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Contributions from individual shells for X$_\mathrm{Ru}$=0.75 recoded at Ir-edge. 
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